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ABSTRACT
One difficulty in applying artificial intelligence techniques to the solution of "real world"
problems is that the development and maintenance of many AI systems, such as those used in
diagnostics, require large amounts of human resources. At the same time, databases frequently
exist which contain information about the process(es) of interest. Recently, efforts to reduce
development and maintenance costs of AI systems have focused on using machine learning
techniques to extract knowledge from existing databases. This paper describes research conducted
at McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories in the area of knowledge extraction using a class of
machine learning techniques called decision-tree classifier systems. Results of this research suggest
ways of performing knowledge extraction which may be applied in numerous situations. In
addition, a measurement called the Concept Strength Metric (CSM) is described which can be used
to determine how well the resulting decision tree can differentiate between the concepts it has
learned. The CSM can be used to determine whether or not additional knowledge needs to be
extracted from the database. An experiment involving "real world" data is presented to illustrate the
concepts described.
INTRODUCTION
Applying AI techniques to solve diagnostic problems often requires that information contained
in one or more databases be converted to knowledge. One common way of performing this
conversion is to use domain experts. For example, when experts are asked to assemble a set of
rules for diagnosing a particular system, they review information from sources such as schematics
and existing maintenance databases. Then they develop a set of diagnostic concepts, generally
stated as a set of rules, which correlate diagnostic inputs with the desired diagnosis(es). Since large
amounts of human resources are required to perform this knowledge extraction, it is desirable to
automate as much of this process as possible.
Databases use attributes, A i, and their associated values, aij, to represent information about
quantities of interest. These attributes may represent both numeric (discrete and continuous) and
nonnumeric quantities. A database is an organized set of these attributes and their values, a set of
relations among these attributes, and a language for manipulating attributes and the relationships
among them. This structure transforms raw data into information (18).
While information contained in a database may be accurate and complete, it is not knowledge.
Using information as knowledge requires identification of the pertinent logical entailments hidden
in that information. It is these logical entailments that allow inferences to be made from information
contained in the database. Identifcation of logical entailments is complex and is usually done by
* This work was supported by the McDonnell Douglas Independent Research and
Development program.
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specialalgorithms(2). Thispaperis concernedwith theautomatedextractionof knowledgefrom
databasesandtherepresentationof thisknowledgein a structurethatcanbeprocessedbylogical
entailmentalgorithms(18).
Thef'trststepin performingknowledgeextractionis todeterminehowknowledgewill be
represented.Whilevariousknowledgerepresentationschemeshavebeendevelopedfor expressing
conceptsandtheirrelationshipsto otherknowledge,therelationshipsmodeledbyall theseschemes
cangenerallybeexpressedin termsof f'trst-orderlogic expressions(2). Onewell-known
knowledge-representationschemeis therule-basedsystemcharacterizedby its knowledgebaseof
factsandrules. In thispaper,all referencesto rulesapplyto anyknowledgerepresentationwhichis
usedto modelfirst-orderlogicexpressions.Theactualphysicalknowledgerepresentationis
secondaryin importance.
Thesecondstepin performingknowledgeextractionis to determinewhichalgorithmshouldbe
usedin theextractionprocess.Oneof themorepopularandsuccessfulclassesof algorithmswhich
areusedfor thisprocessarecalleddecision-treeclassifiersystems.Thesesystemstaketraining
instancesasinputandproducea setof rulesasoutput. Therulesoutputby thesystemare
representedin theform of oneor moredecisiontrees(3,10,11,).
Recentresearchhasfocusedon theautomatedextractionof knowledgefromexistingdatabases
in aneffort to reducethedevelopmentandmaintenancecostsof AI systems.This isacomplex
problemsinceconceptsmaytakemanyforms,theidentificationof appropriateattributesisdifficult,
andsufficientinformationmaynotbeavailableto supportheformationof clearandaccurate
concepts.Otherfactorswhichcontributeto thecomplexityof thisproblemarethedifficulty in
determiningwhenextractionis completeandthedifficulty of evaluatingtheknowledgeproduced.
Thefollowing sectionsdescribeanapproachfor extractingknowledgefromdatabaseswhich
addressesmanyof thesedifficulties. Theapproachdescribedisapplicablein caseswherethe
extractedknowledgecanberepresentedasasetof rules.Theextractiontechniquesuseaclassof
inductivemachine-learningtechniquescalleddecision-treeclassifiersystems.Thesectionentitled
Evaluationof KnowledgeExtracteddescribesametricwhich is usefulfor measuringtheresultsof
theextractioneffort. Thelastsectionshowstheresultsobtainedbyextractingknowledgefrom a
"real"database(6).
EXTRACTION OF KNOWLEDGE FROM DATABASES
Type of Concepts to be Learned: One of the first steps in knowledge extraction is to
determine the type of concepts to be learned. For instance, if one is trying to extract diagnostic
information from a database, it is usually desirable to express the concepts being learned as rules.
Machine learning techniques, such as decision-tree classifier systems, are proficient at this form of
extraction. This approach is applicable to both numeric and nonnumeric data. However,
continuous numeric-valued attributes present special problems (13).
Uncertainty plays a major role in knowledge extraction. Uncertainty involves both the
uncertainty of facts and of rules. Fact uncertainty may be the result of noisy training examples.
Noise is hard to identify since it is difficult to differentiate noise from "exceptions to a rule."
Although several different approaches have been tried for handling noisy data (3,11), noise still
presents a difficult problem for knowledge-extraction techniques. Rule uncertainty not only
concerns the certainty with which conclusions can be asserted within a rule, but also the way in
which uncertainties are propagated along rule chains. Both types of uncertainty introduce serious
problems in knowledge extraction and continue to be active areas of research.
If the concepts to be learned are in the form of mathematical equations, standard operations
research and statistical techniques such as regression (linear and nonlinear), correlation, and




resultingequation(s)mustthenbeinterpretedin light of theirnonnumericcounterparts(5).
Theextractiontechniquesdescribedbelowassumethatthedatabaseon which extraction is to be
performed consists of a set of records. For the purpose of knowledge extraction, each record is
viewed as a set of attribute-value pairs along with one or more associated conclusions. Whether or
not the database is a single entity or a distributed database is not important. Richardson (12) has
developed an algorithm for combining information from numerous relations into single records.
Each of these records becomes a training instance to the machine learning technique.
Representation of Concepts: Learned concepts will be represented in the form of rules. For
example, the rule:
Al(all ) ^ A4(a43 ) A A2(a22 ) => C6
(1)
denotes the concept: if the value of attribute A 1 is a 11, the value of attribute A 4 is a43, and the
value of attribute A 2 is a22, then C6 may be concluded. (Boolean-valued expression Ai(aij) is true





Fig. 1 Decision Tree Showing Al(all) A A4(a43) ^ A2(a22) => e 6
Individual concepts are represented as paths in the decision tree. Each internal node represents
an attribute A i while each branch descending from A i corresponds to a specific attribute value, aij.
Each leaf node, cj, represents a conclusion out of the set C of all possible conclusions.
Since more than one conclusion may exist at a leaf node, the concept shown in Fig. 1 will be





Fig. 2 Decision Tree Showing Al(all) A A4(a43) A A2(a22)=> C(N4)
leaf node. The label, N 4, represents the set of one or more conclusions, cj e C occurring at this
node. The expression:
Al(all) A A4(a43) A A2(a22) => C(N4)
denotes the rule where C(N4) is the conjunction of all cj e N 4. Note that: (1) multiple conclusions
may be present at any leaf node, i.e., INkl > 1, and (2) any conclusion, cj, may be present at more
than one leaf node, i.e., cj _ N k for more than one value of k. Similar concepts are concepts
which have the same conclusion.
The problem of extracting knowledge in the form of decision trees reduces to the problem of
constructing "correct" trees. Decision-tree classifier systems are a class of machine learning
techniques which can be used to construct such trees.
DECISION-TREE CLASSIFIER SYSTEMS
Decision-tree classifier systems take training instances as input and output decision trees like
that shown in Fig. 2 (3,10,11). These systems are called classifier systems because they separate
input training instances into different classes. They are also referred to as induction systems since
they induce knowledge from examples. Decision trees are frequently used to represent the results
of this classification, hence the name decision-tree classifier systems.
During construction of the tree, the decision-tree classifier must determine the best attribute to be
used to expand the tree at each node. It must also determine when no further attributes should be
added to a path of the tree. Induction of decision trees may be incremental or nonincremental. In
nonincremental induction, all training instances are processed at one time and the decision tree
created. At this point, the learning process is considered completed. In incremental induction,
learning is performed each time the decision tree is used to classify an instance. A well-known
nonincremental induction technique called ID3 was developed by Quinlan (11) and is based on
earlier work in induction by Hunt et al. (9). Two incremental versions of ID3 have been developed;





DECIDING WHAT TO EXTRACT
The selection of the appropriate database attributes to participate in the extraction process is
critical both to the quality of the knowledge extracted and to the efficiency of the extraction process.
The choice of attributes depends on the type of concepts being learned. In many cases, the domain
expert may be able to provide advice on which attributes are likely to be important. The attributes
chosen to participate in the extraction process make up what is called the description space, viz;
D = {A 1, A2,..., An}.
In an effort to keep the description space as small as possible, statistical and mathematical
programming techniques such as regression analysis and correlation can be used to help identify
database attributes which are dependent on each other. When selecting database attributes to be
included in the description space, it is seldom necessary to include attributes which are dependent
on others already in the set. Mathematical programming techniques can be used to help identify
linear and some types of nonlinear dependence among attributes. In some cases, simple plots of
database values may help identify appropriate attributes.
Once a candidate description space is identified, the next step is to perform knowledge
extraction using only a subset of the training instances available. This is desirable since the machine
learning mechanism being used may also help identify relationships among attributes which have
not been detected by earlier efforts. After evaluating these initial results, it may be possible to
further revise/refine the description space.
All of these efforts are designed to keep the complexity of the extraction process to a minimum.
Minimization of complexity is desirable because a database may contain a large number of
attributes. Simply using all database attributes in the knowledge extraction process would only
increase the complexity of the extraction process without adding additional knowledge.
EVALUATION OF KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTED
Since the accuracy of the concepts learned as well as the complexity of the tree constructed is
determined by both the quality and quantity of training instances and by the way the classifier
system chooses attributes for the tree, it is desirable to evaluate the "quality" of the knowledge
extracted. Knowledge quality can be measured in different ways, including the correctness and
thoroughness of the knowledge extracted and the certainty with which the knowledge structure can
differentiate between the concepts learned.
Evaluating knowledge correctness is necessary to determine how well the concepts learned
compare with what is known about the "real" world. Correctness evaluations are done in a manner
similar to verification and validation of expert systems (17). A common set of test suites is
evaluated first by using the extracted rules and then by domain experts. Next, these test results are
compared. This approach helps verify that the set of concepts learned is consistent with domain
experts' knowledge. Failure to adequately satisfy correctness tests may be the result of poor
attribute selection, poor extraction techniques, or an inadequate number of training instances.
In many cases, domain experts discover that the knowledge extracted is correct but not
thorough. This is evidenced by the fact that "pieces" of knowledge are found missing during the
tests for correctness. This may indicate an inadequate number of training instances in the database.
In these cases, additional knowledge may have to be added by domain experts.
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To measurehow well adecisiontreedifferentiatesbetweenconcepts,theauthorsdevelopedan
approachfor evaluatingthequalityof a learneddecisiontreebymeasuringcertaincharacteristicsof
thetree. Thisapproachcomplementstheworkof domainexpertsandis especiallyusefulin cases
wheremultipleconclusionsexistata leafnode,i.e. INkI> 1,for somevalue(s)of k. The
approachusestheConceptStrengthMetric (CSM)describedbelow.
Thedevelopmentof the Concept Strength Metric was motivated by the need to construct
diagnostic advisors for use in aircraft maintenance (1,16). By utilizing inductive learning systems,
it is possible to construct diagnostic advisors which can assist in maintaining their own knowledge
bases. However, one of the problems arising from such learning systems concerns the quality of
concept differentiation since it is rarely the case that all concepts will be learned perfectly.
The Concept Strength Metric value, E(cj), for each conclusion cj, is the weighted measurement
indicating that, given the decision-tree's current level of experience, it can uniquely differentiate




where _. is the number of leaf nodes in the tree.
The weighted strength, Ek(cj) , for conclusion cj at node N k, is the weighted probability that
conclusion cj can be clearly differentiated by the path leading to node N k. It is calculated by
computing:
8jk , 8jk
E k (cj) ICI
X 5ik Y" _jh
i=l h=l
- Ctjk_jk
where 8jk denotes the number of times conclusion cj has appeared at node N k and ICI denotes the
number of possible conclusions in the tree. The frequency of cj occurrences in the tree is given by
qj. The frequency of all conclusions occurring at node N k is _k" Note that:
ICI _.
_k = E _ik arld lqj = E _jk"
i=l k=l
The factors
_jk- _jk _ _jk and _jk- _jk _ _jk
_k _" _j
Y, _ik Y', 5jh
i=l h=l
are of interest. The first, Otjk, denotes the fraction of all conclusions at node N k which are cj. The
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the larger the number of conclusions at node N k, the smaller the likelihood that all conclusions will
be uniquely differentiated at this node. If only one conclusion, say c l, is present at node N k, then
Otlk = 1. If cj _ N k, then CCjk= 0.
The factor 13jk scales OCjkby the fraction of cj occurrences at all leaf nodes. This factor scales
the current knowledge about conclusion cj at node N k with respect to all the information about
conclusion cj. Hence, the product, Ek(cj) = Otjk 13jk, is the weighted measure that conclusion cj can
be clearly differentiated by the path leading to node N k, given the current level of knowledge.
To illustrate the Concept Strength Metric, consider the nee shown in Fig. 3. The values at each
leaf node N k indicate the nonzero number of times each conclusion cj a C has occurred at that
node. For example, at node N 1, conclusion c3 occurred twelve times. No other conclusions
occurred at this node. This experiment contained 168 training instances with ICI = 5, I] 1 = 65, r12 =
50, 1"13= 20, r14 = 23,115 = 10, _1 = 12, _2 = 75, _3 = 60, _4 = 13, and _5 = 8. Table I shows
the values of Ek(c j) and E(cj) for each conclusion.
Several interesting results are observable from the table. Each Ek(cj) in the table has a value
between zero and one. Each Ek(cj) value represents the weighted probability that conclusion cj can
be uniquely identified when tree traversal leads to N k. Conclusion c 3 is of particular interest since
it appears at two nodes and it does not appear with any other conclusions. Hence, based on the
present knowledge level of the tree, it is possible to positively identify all similar concepts whose
= C 1 -N I --[C 3 - 12] N2 Ns
2" 4 _c s 1
Fig. 3 Sample Tree Showing Conclusions at Each Node
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k Ek(c1) Ek(c2) Ek(c3) Ek(c4) Ek(c5)
1 0 0 0.60 0 0
2 0.18 0.54 0 0 0
3 0.31 0.0083 0 0.29 0
4 0 0 0 0.03 0.77
5 0 0 0.40 0 0
E(cj) 0.49 0.548 1 0.32 0.77
Table I. CSM Valuesfor Fig. 3
conclusionisc3. This is reflectedby thefactthatE(c3)= 1. It canbeshownmathematicallythat
E(cj) = 1wheneverfor eachnodeN k such that cj _ N k, then cj is the only conclusion at N k. Such
conclusions are said to be completely differentiated by the learned decision tree.
The next most completely differentiated set of similar concepts are those whose conclusion is c 5
since E(c5) = 0.77. Conclusions Cl, c2, and c4 are not as completely differentiated as c 3 and c5.
These lower CSM values may imply that multiple concepts are present at several leaf nodes.
Individual values of Ek(cj) provide additional information about each conclusion. For example, the
fact that E3(c2) = 0.0083. indicates that this decision tree is a poor differentiator of c2 at
node three. The cause of this poor differentiation may be the result of noise or it may be due to a
lack of training examples which contain this concept.
The E(cj) and Ek(cj) values can be used to determine when the decision tree has reached the
desired level of concept differentiation. They can also be used to guide the learning process by
indicating what types of additional knowledge are needed to improve the tree.
KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION EXPERIMENT
The objective of this experiment was to extract rules from a database of iris flowers compiled by
Fisher (6). The database contained four flower-description attributes with an associated flower
type: virginica, versicolor, or setosa. Initial plots of attribute vs iris type suggested that neither
sepal length nor sepal width alone were sufficient to predict iris type since several values for each of
these attributes were associated with multiple iris types. Hence, these two attributes were chosen
for the description space.
Utgoff's ID5 (19) was chosen as the extraction mechanism. ID5 was extended to calculate
values of the CSM. Results from these experiments are shown in Table II. Given there were two
attributes; sepal width with 26 values and sepal length with 41 values; and there were 94 leaf
nodes, it can be seen that the resulting decision tree was wide and shallow. There were ten leaf
nodes which contained multiple conclusions. At the conclusion of the learning process, the training
set was used to test how accurately iris variety could be predicted. The tree produced was able to
distinctly classify only 84% of the training instances. This means that 16% of the training instances
fell into one of the ten leaf nodes containing multiple conclusions.
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Evaluationof the knowledge extracted was based primarily on how well the decision tree
differentiated between concepts. The CSM values shown in Table II indicate that the CSM value of
clearly differentiating virginica is the same as the CSM value for versicolor. The fact that
E(setosa) = 1.0 implies that the tree clearly distinguishes the setosa species, since all leaf nodes
containing setosa as a conclusion do not contain any other conclusions.
# Training Instances 150
# Training Attributes 2
# Internal Nodes 20
# Leaf Nodes 94





Table II. Results of Iris Tests
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described the general process of extracting knowledge from databases using
decision-tree classifier systems. These learning mechanisms, based on induction, extract
knowledge from input training instances and represent it in the form of decision trees. The Concept
Strength Metric (CSM) was described for measuring the amount of concept differentiation in these
decision trees. This result is important in helping to determine when sufficient knowledge
extraction has been performed. By examining values of Ek(cj) and E(cj), it can be decided which
conclusions require additional training instances to improve concept differentiation. The CSM may
be effectively used to evaluate concept differentiation in any decision tree. Experimental results
using the Concept Strength Metric are generating interest among practitioners in the diagnostic
community.
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